
PRAIRIE U-U AT THE SAUK CITY FREE CONGREGATION, Aug. 25, 1991 

11CELEBRATING OUR GERMAN FREE THOUGHT HERITAGE11 

Religion is a cultural universal. It evidently is a response to 
something universal in the human condition, and as such we ought to 
take religion seriously, even if we aren1t religious ourselves. 

But religion also tends to be a source of oppression. Sometimes 
the beliefs themselves can be enslaving, as when the primitive sacrifices 
before his idol, or the Christian punishes himself for fea~ of hell. 
Sometimes our neighbors, our social equals, try to force us to think and 
behave as they do. And sometimes hierarchical organizations, churches 
their priests and bishops, ~re the oppressors. 

Oppression tends to lead to re~istance. Resistance in the form of 
skeptical free thought movements is, unfortunately, NOT a cultural 
universal, but it is very common in the world civilizations. There is 
an aspect of the philosophers of ancient Athens that includes systematic 
skepticism abou~ Greek religion .. In Islam one had skeptics like Omar 
Klilayyam as early as the 12th c. AD. I think it was slower coming in 
the Christian civilizations, but eventually we got traditions of free 
thinki_ng in all the major European countries. 

Today_ we are here to celebrate our German Free Thought Heritage -- 
our I should say heritage~, since there is a plural number, and that 
represented by the Sauk City Free Congregation is just one of them. 
(But I am correct in referring ~o OUR German heritage: you don1t have 
to be German to inherit German culture.) German Free Thought goes 
back a long way, and let1s begin by singing a song that goes way back 
as well. 

#1 11Die Gedanken Sind Frei:i:11 (Mike Briggs) 
(I first heard this sung by Pete Seeger, whose version is probably 
responsible for its presence in the Prairie Song Book.) 

The Sauk City Free Congregation has its roots in the Catholic 
Rhineland. I don1t know if this Catholic heritage still has any effects 
on the culture of this group. One of our former members was brought up 
as a Catholic; he said he was a Unitarian, but a Catholic Unitarian. I 

· could understand what he meant. But after a century and a half, that 
old inheritance has probably been somewhat diluted. 
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(Early h istory: read Demerath and Thiessen, AJS May 1966, pp. 
677-678 •...• note the anniversary next year_. 

Read from "The Freie Gemeinde emerged .... 11 to the end of para. 2, 
p. 678, col. 2, ~-. who would write things like that ;" 

The founders of this community fled from Germany, and I don't know 
if ther~ are any remaining Free Thought groups in the RNiN~ix Catholic 
Rhineland. There were important freethinkers among the Protestants as 
well, and among intellectuals. Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-72) developed the 
idea that religion leads to human oppression quite systematically, and 
he argued _that to achieve human freedom requ ieed that p·eople learn the 
fallaciousness of religious ideas. David Strauss (1808874) helped start 
modern HNHi~x~x scientific analysis of the Bible with his LIFE OF JESUS 
in 1835, a book that led to h is beinq dismissed from the University of 
Tllbnnqun. 

Another source of free thinking, not entirely different from those 
I .have mentioned, was in the urban working classes. The established 
churches of Europe tended to support the upppe classes, and as a result 
socialist mo~ements in Europe tended to be ffegainst the church. I'm quite 

. . cfi'rec.~ 
certain that this Sauk City community has no~n,storical connection with 
such movemehts, being rural ~nd middle or even upper class rather than 
worki_ng class~ But it has indirect historical connections. And so I 
can use them to introduce some songs. 

Even in Germany the socialist anticlerical ideas weren't always Marxist, 
but they often were. Karl Marx was born in the Rhineland, the very city of 
Trier in 1818, and he was on the scene in the Rhineland when the movement 
leading to this congregation was developed. But Marx wasn't in the 
Catholic tradition. When his Jewish father converted to Christianity, he 
chose Protestant Christianity, perhaps because he wouldn't have to go to 
the same church as most of his neighbors. Marx was a freethinker before 

·he was a socialist. He like the ideas of Ludwig Feuerbach as first. But 
later he became a materialist, arguing that you can't change people's 
religious ideas without first changing the material conditions of exist~nce. 

German socialistm inspired the work of the musician we'ire interested in 

today, Kurt Weill .. W~ill was Jewish, born in 1900. He was trained in 
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classical music, wy such well known composers as Humperdinck and Busoni. 
But by his i®x 2O1s, his socialist ideas led him to turn to writing 
music that would be directly accessible to the masses of the public. 
With the playwright Bertolt Brecht (1898-1956) he wrote a number of 
musicals in the 192O1s, the best know of which are The Threepenny Opera 

. . 0--~ -rwa 
and The Rlse and Fall of the c, ty of Mahagonny. Here ~ sonqs+rom 
the period: 

Returning to the Sauk City Free Congregation: the source of my 
notes about this group is an article published in the AMERICAN JOURNAL 
OF SOCIOLOGY in 1966 by my friends Jay Demerath and Vick Thiessen. I 
don't know if members of the group are famili~ar with the paper; although the 
authors s~y that they showed a draft to some members of the group ..•• 
The mes saqe of the article axe is given in its nifty title: 1 "On spitting 
against the Wind: Organizational Precariousness and American Irreligion.11 
. . . 

The paper begins with this sentence: "This paper offers a belated 
di_agnosis of an organization that is currently in its death trance," and at 
tbe ends xefex1x states thtt the greup is on the verige of disbanding. 
That was 25 years ago. It's interesting to ask why that sociological 
prediction was mistaken. 

Dsmerath and Thiessen argued that being against religion is not really 
legitimate in modern American communitiesa a plausible claim. For example~ 
we had people like·Dwight D. Eisenhower who said that 11I don't care what a 
man's religion is as l0ng as he has one ." Having illegitimate ideas leads 
to orgariizational precariousness. Organizations can respond eith~r by 
increasing their militancy or by pursuing legitimation. Increasing 
militancy can lead members to burn their bridges behind them and increase 
commitment to the _group. That's possible in a big city. where 

-organizational differentiation and urbyian anonymity meant that one could 
5e· a militant atheist part of the time and a worker in a shop part of the 
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time, and the two activities wouldn't come into conflict. It wasn't 
possible in a small community like Sauk City, where there isn't as 
much differentiation and anonymity. Thus the Milwaukee and Sauk City 
groups went.in diffe~ent directions. 

(Quote pp. 678, "Indeed, -wtth Schroeter's death ..•• "to 
p. 679. 11Free thought is ne1ther big business nor .•. .i1 

Weill also became less militant in the United States. He wrote 
music for Broadway and Hollywood. One of his Broadway musicals ( ••.. ?) 
had a bi:zarfe plot about a w@mE!aNx woman in psychotherapy. Yet he did 
not really_ abandon his early social ideais. Some of his xtx@N@XX songs 
were strikingly prophetic~ like this one, 

~ #4, 11The Margate Sonq ," Lee Burkholder, Doleta Chapru accompanying 

Demerath and Thiessen argued that the Free Congregation's attempt to 
becemeTeq it tmate would not lead to it's surv iva l , Part of their 
argument was based on considerations of social status. In the 19th c., 
members of the Free Congrega~ion had high status in the community. They 
had more in common with the old Bavarian Agx Catholics than the old 
Bavarian Catholics t~ax had with the new lower-status R Prussian Catholics. 
High status people can af~_ord to be m@E!X militant. Low status people can 
also afford to be militant, since they don't have much to lose. People of 
middle status are under most pressure to conform. They quote an informant 
who said that.\liWX around here 11a tradesman can't affort to be anti-anything.11 

But the core of their argument has to do with the distinctive values and 
beliefs of freethought groups. Poorly defined values and goals lead to 
organizational precariousness. This is true in ordinary religious groups,. 

11
But if undefined and unattainable goals are a vulnerability of the churches, 
thE-,Y ,:, '[ E: 
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